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THE ENERGY TRANSITION IS THE ‘POSTER-CHILD’
OF SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE.

The growth in inflation has, inmanyways,made the argument to invest in
some of these sectorsmore compelling. Sustainable infrastructure often
has inflation-adjusted revenue streams built into contracts, generating
predictable cashflowswith compelling risk-adjusted returns. This has added
to the sector’s existing attractive attributes, such as the nature of
infrastructure as an essential service, defensive sector businessmodels,
capital intensity driving deployment ofmaterial new capital and strong
growth prospects.

The Energy Transition is the ‘poster-child’ of Sustainable infrastructure.
Institutional investors remain attracted to the Energy Transition because it
is a fast growing investment opportunity thanks to its compelling risk
adjusted returns and an investment proposition that is robust in all
economic climates. It is indeed an investment opportunity for all seasons.

These trends are reflected in some of the investment decisions we have
taken in recentmonths, as well as in thosewe continue to take. In energy,
we are building a new renewables business in Central and Eastern Europe,
which supports both the Energy Transition – it will reduce the region’s
dependence on dirty, polluting fossil fuel power plants – and energy security.
We are also establishing a business in Japan that will reduce the country’s
exposure to imported fuels andmake up for the decline in energy output
from its nuclear power plants. Andwe have recently invested in a new
market – Dubai – and in a new formof infrastructure – district cooling – that
saves 50%of the energy used comparedwith traditional decentralised air
conditioning units. Meanwhile we continue to increase our investment in
data centres and new economy real estate, not just in areas like logistics,
but in life sciences too, thanks to a new platform in India.
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Looking ahead, geopolitics will continue to be a concern, not just because of
thewar in Ukraine but also due to the tension betweenChina and the United
States. However, whenwe shift from thinking about the next year, to instead
thinking about the next decade ormore, the impetus behind investing in our
core themeswill only intensify. The Energy Transitionwill accelerate as we
approach the deadline to reach net zero; it is the biggest investment
opportunity in our lifetimes. And digital transformation is equally
fundamental to the decades beyond. Growing population, the rise of
Artificial Intelligence, and the apparently insatiable rise in demand for data
will continue to support digital investment trends. Furthermore, these
mega-trends coupledwith supply chain transformation drive the demand
for investments in new economy real estate assets.

Although the international political outlook remains challenging and the
investment landscape is uncertain, the themes that we outline above – the
Energy Transition, Digitalisation, the large scale adoption of e-commerce
with its real assets implications – are only likely to grow. Harnessing private
capital tomeet the challengeswill continue to be vital if theworld is tomeet
its goals.

WE ARE ALSO ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS IN JAPAN
THAT WILL REDUCE THE COUNTRY’S EXPOSURE TO
IMPORTED FUELS AND MAKE UP FOR THE DECLINE
IN ENERGY OUTPUT FROM ITS NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS. AND WE HAVE RECENTLY INVESTED IN A
NEW MARKET – DUBAI – AND IN A NEW FORM OF
INFRASTRUCTURE – DISTRICT COOLING
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IT IS NOT ALL DOOM-&-GLOOM
THOUGH
There is some better news aswe turn the page on the calendar and enter

2023. Energy and food prices have come downmaterially frompeaks of

June. Slowing growth has brought the oil price back to pre-invasion

levels. TheWorld Bank calculates that the same is true for food prices.

The Bloomberg Commodity Index -tracking 23 energy,metal and crop

future contracts -has declined by 20% from June peaks, albeit it is still up

15% for the year. USmonetary growth – running at 25% a year ago – is

now around zero. Onewidely-held expectation looking into 2023, is that

inflationmay be close to peaking. The dollar- crudely the global price of

liquidity given its dominance as the reserve currency – seems to be

losing steam aswell. Recessions tend to reduce cross border flows into

dollars, and Cross Border’s projected 20%decline in 2023US corporate

earningswould seem to support the likelihood of lower portfolio flows.

Easing prices for commodities and dollar denominated services such as

shipping, ease the pressure on non-dollar countries and agents to

purchase the greenback for transactional purposes.

Larger EmergingMarkets haveweathered the 2022 storm rather better

than in the past.We are seeing projections of higher 2023 EMgrowth

rates in contrast to Advanced economies, led in part by some post Covid

recovery in China. The IMFOctober forecast for this group has risen to

3.7%,more than two points higher than for Advanced Economies

(Exhibit 2). If achieved, the EmergingMarkets groupwould experience its

highest growth advantage over advanced economies since 2016. The

residual impact of rising oil prices has also helped oil producers in the

Gulf. Inflation too appears to bemore benign for large EmergingMarkets

than Advanced Economies, the first timewe have seen this phenomenon

since 2008. And amidst the carnage for the Euro and Yen precipitated by
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CHINA IS WORTH SOME FOCUS AS
WE HEAD INTO 2023
Zero Covid and the real estate crisis have together combined to limit

growth this year. Of late, the Chinese authorities have begun to respond

on amore co-ordinated and determined basis. The PBOC liquidity

injections have effectively easedmonetary policy. The property crisis is

now being addressed by Central Government rather than cash strapped

local authorities, whose revenues depend on land sales. And tellingly, the

offshore RMB has drifted down, below policy levels observed

consistently since 2015.Whilst we continue to think that Covid

restrictions will remain in place until the end of thewinter, there seem to

be tentativemoves to ease policy planned for the next fewmonths. A

weaker RMB ismildly deflationary for theworld economy adding to the

drift down of inflation concerns.

a strong dollar, the Brazilian real andMexican peso have strengthened

this year as policymakers earlymoves got ahead of the curve, in stark

contrast to Advanced Economies central banks.
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NEXT YEAR REMAINS EXTREMELY
CHALLENGING ON MANY FRONTS BUT
WE REMAIN CONFIDENT THAT LONG
TERM INFLATION PROTECTED CASH
FLOWS, ENERGY TRANSITION AND
ENERGY SECURITY AND
INFRASTRUCTURE CONTRACTED ON A
WIDELY DIVERSIFIED GLOBAL BASE
REMAIN ATTRACTIVE.



2023may bringwith it some likely and somemore unlikely outcomes.

Driven by slowing economies and peaking inflationmomentum, looser

policy – ormore correctly less tight policy- is central to investor

outcomes. It is clear in theDevelopedMarkets world that tolerance for

unfunded fiscal expansion is waning. Equally it is clear that absent further

Quantitative Tightening, ongoing deficits will continue to see supply of

long duration government bonds rise. But if the peak in inflation is

already factored into the positive 2022 bond-equity correlation, this has

the potential to reverse in 2023. Lower geopolitical tensions could help

battered investment sentiment. A global recessionmeans that stable

cash flows such as those generated by infrastructure investment will

remain in demand – this is foreshadowed by the relative outperformance

in liquidmarkets of defensive stocks with low cash flow volatility relative

to cyclicals. The UkraineWarmeans that energy transition and energy

security will remain front ofmind and funding (a feature we see in our

discussionswith banks over funding). This is a real development – the

IEA’s latestWorld EnergyOutlook report fromOctober highlights that

targeted renewables adoption, on aggregate, has accelerated because

of Ukrainewar. And the relative stability of large EmergingMarket

countries is also attracting attention.

No onewill be unhappy to turn their backs on 2022 – a year dominated by

headlines on geopolitics and inflation (Exhibit 3). Next year remains

extremely challenging onmany fronts but we remain confident that long

term inflation protected cash flows, energy transition and energy

security and infrastructure contracted on awidely diversified global base

remain attractive.
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The crisis in Ukraine has added a new complication to Central and Eastern

Europe’s existing energy trilemma, one that is shared bymany other

countries. Their issue is how to enhance energy security, protect the

interest of consumers, andmeet sustainability goals, all at the same time.

Historically, these three policy objectives were in conflict. The abundance of

cheap domestic and imported hydrocarbons, coupledwith a transmission

grid designedwith fossil fuels inmind,meant customers’ bills were kept low.

The need for energy security was therefore often an afterthought.

Meanwhile the relatively low capacity of renewables – with the exception of

offshorewind –meantmaking progress towards the region’s environmental

goals requiredmarket interventions. Indeed in order to achieve the

environmental sustainability objective of the trilemma, fiscal resources

needed to be spent on subsidising renewables – which in turn fed back to

consumers through higher costs.

In order to reduce their dependence on coal and other dirtier fossil fuels,

much of Europe, has prioritised gas generation. In Germany this was given

addedweight by the policy stance ofOstpolitik, which sought to build trade

ties with Russia and other former countries in the USSR, leading to an

exceptionally high reliance on Russian gas.

Yet even before the crisis, the balance between the three policy objectives

was shifting.With the dramatic fall in the costs of renewables, the

relationship between consumer affordability and environmental

sustainability had altered,meaning theywere no longer in conflict. Now, the

geopolitical developments of the past year have brought further changes.
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“THE WAR IN UKRAINE HAS
INCREASED THE IMPORTANCE IN
CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE OF
THE OTHER ARM OF THE
TRILEMMA:ENERGY SECURITY.”

Thewar in Ukraine has increased the importance in Central and Eastern

Europe of the other arm of the trilemma: energy security. A previous

overreliance on natural oil and gas supply fromRussia, coupledwith the

surge in the price of fossil fuels, has brought the problems caused by the

lassitude of governments to enable a greater share of renewables in the

generationmix into stark relief. While Europe is scrambling to build new

LiquifiedNatural Gas terminals, open up new routes to the Caucuses and

improve gas transmission corridors, an electricity systembased on a natural

gas backbone looks a shakier proposition than it did just one year ago.

Indeed, ironically, the hunt for greater diversity of energy supply is pushing

some governments to reopen some of theirmost polluting coal-fired power

stations, in clear violation of climate-based investment principles.
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NOT EVERY COUNTRY IN EUROPE
FACES THE SAME LANDSCAPE
The Baltic countries for example have generally beenmore dependent

on Russian gas than countries further afield, such as Spain and France,

which are less reliant upon it. Across Central and Eastern Europe, the

picture is also troubling. The EU’s internal gas transmissionmechanism

is not perfect, meaning supply problemswill be distributed unevenly.

Bulgaria, which has been heavily dependent on Russian gas, had its

supplies cut in April, and is likely to be severely impacted. Even Romania,

which has its own production capabilities, is likely to be significantly

affected, as are countries such as the Czech Republic. It is arguably in

countries like these that governments’ past failures to diversify sources

of fuel supply and underprovide for sufficient energy security hasmost

significantly enhanced the already strong case for renewables.

Across thewhole of Europe, governments are accelerating their rollout of

Contracts For Difference (CFDs), market price stabilisation tools

which are intended to reduce the costs of capital to finance new

generation projects. Meanwhile, with consumers facing rapidly rising

costs of energy and the continent’s electricitymarket being remarkably

short-term in nature – very few firms buy powermore than one year

ahead –more andmore commercial and industrial consumers are looking

to contract with renewable energy generators directly,

disintermediating utilities.

The fact that there is now a greater imperative for energy security, and

that the price of renewables has fallen enough tomake them an

attractive investment propositionwithout subsidy, represents a huge

opportunity for banks and investors. Many countries are planning to

double or treble their renewable investment by 2030. Invdeed the targets

are even greater acrossmuch of central, eastern and southern Europe,

where the levels of coal generation are particularly high.
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In 2021we developed a proprietary Transition Tool to support

decision-making in the investment process on alignment with the

climate transition The tool, whichwas developed in collaborationwith

consultants SYSTEMIQ is used to systematically evaluate Actis’

investments and consider how they align to aNet Zero economy.

The tool enables Actis to direct capital to assets that enable and

accelerate the low-carbon transition and can be aligned to a net-zero

economy. The tool identifies assets as “green” (Paris/NZ-aligned),

isaligned (wherewewill not invest) or somewhere in betweenwhich

is “olive” (has a role in the transition). Actis will only invest in “olive”

assets if there is a clear path to decarbonisation and/or it can be

shown that there is no viable alternative. The tool also helps Actis

identify what can be done during our ownership to decarbonise olive

assets to become “smart olive” and helps to design pathways to

transition assets to Net Zero. The Tool is used on every deal and is

presented during Investment Committee to ensure a systematic and

robust assessment of climate transition risk.
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“THE BUSINESS WILL USE ACTIS’
TRANSITION TOOL TO HELP SELECT
INVESTMENTS THAT WILL HAVE THE
BIGGEST IMPACT ON THEIR
COUNTRIES’ MOVES TOWARDS NET
ZERO.”
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Actis has recently launchedRezolv Energy, an independent clean

energy power producer to build a new era of sustainable power in

Central and South-Eastern Europe. It aims to build amulti-gigawatt

portfolio of wind, solar and energy storagewhichwill help companies

and countries across the regionmeet their energy needs in response

to the energy security challenges and the need to embrace climate

policies. The business will use Actis’ Transition Tool to help select

investments that will have the biggest impact on their countries’

moves towards net zero.

Looking to the future, both private institutions and governments are

likely to focus on diversity of supply to increase energy security and

accelerate theirmoves towardsmaximising the role of renewables in

the generationmix. Governments in the region are showing a

significant appetite tomake changes to grids and power

infrastructure in order to equip them to be ready for a greater share

of renewable energy. Europe’s electrification and decarbonisation

programmes are also aimed atmaking fossil fuels less attractive,

through carbon pricing and altering regulations around permits.
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Gas – althoughmaybe not asmuch fromRussia – will continue to play a role

as an enabler of the transition thanks to its lower carbon intensity, however

dispatch rates will be uncertain, so governmentsmay need to follow the

UK’s example and introduce capacity auctions. New nuclear powermay

need the same, or a CFD structure similar to that seenwith the UK’s Hinkley

Point project.

When it comes to renewables, generators are likely to have options to

contract through government-backedCFD tenders, contract with long-

term Power Purchase Agreements with commercial offtakers, or sell

directly to themarket. Battery storagewill become increasingly important

as operators seek tomanage inter-hour intermittency. In addition, the

green hydrogenmarketmaywell develop at pace, offering themarket the

opportunity to decarbonise hard-to-abate sectors andmanage seasonal

renewable intermittency.

“GAS – ALTHOUGH MAYBE NOT
AS MUCH FROM RUSSIA – WILL
CONTINUE TO PLAY A ROLE AS
AN ENABLER OF THE TRANSITION
THANKS TO ITS LOWER CARBON
INTENSITY.”
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The crisis in Ukraine has highlightedmuch of Central and Eastern Europe’s

energy dependency on Russia. But it has also placed an added impetus on

the region’s need to accelerate the pace of renewable infrastructure

development. Countries including the Czech Republic, Bulgaria and Romania

are likely therefore to need to accelerate their commitment to renewable

energy. Thewar has proved the need for a new emphasis on clean power,

onewhich can help the continent in reaching its own goals of greater energy

security.
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This is particularly relevant in coal-dependent regions of theworld, such as

Southeast Asia (SEA) where 80%of theworld’s new coal generating

capacity is expected. Formany countries in this region, it is not feasible to

roll out renewables at the pace required tomeet demand and reduce carbon

emissions quickly, whilstmaintaining grid stability. As a less carbon intensive

source of energy to coal, gas can therefore play a significant role.

80%
of the world’s
new coal generating
capacity is expected
in Southeast Asia

The global need to reduce our dependence on themost polluting fossil fuels

is becoming increasingly evident. The dual priorities of net zero and energy

security dictate an ever greater requirement to shift away from coal and oil.

Whilstmuch emphasis has rightly been placed on the role of renewables to

address this as part of a greener economy, gas is increasingly seen as a vital

transition fuel formany countries to help themmeet their climate goals.
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We recently announced the launch of Bridgin Power, a power

generation platform that will pursue gas-fired assets and focus on

delivering the energy transition across SEA. Nimbus, its first

transactionwas the acquisition of a 220MWoperational gas-fired

power project in Barishal, southern Bangladesh, which uses reserves

from a local gas field just 7km from the site. An expansion plan for

another co-located 220MW is also planned.

The acquisition highlights the important role that gas can play in the

transition While Southeast Asia is expected to shift to renewables in

the long term, and huge investment flows are anticipated to help the

region increase its generation from renewable sources, the

immediate baseload demand can only be fulfilled by thermal energy

(Exhibit 1). As a far cleaner alternative to coal – which often has to be

imported – harnessing a country’s indigenous gas reserves therefore

provides an obvious short andmedium-term solution to supporting

its energy strategy, while contributing to climate goals. Natural gas is

50% cleaner than coal on a CO2 basis, butmore than 1,000 times

cleaner on an air quality and pollution basis, so there are also

considerable environmental and health benefits. Domestic production

also provides immediate relief from global energy insecurity which

many countries are likely to continue facing over the coming years.
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Natural Gas

50%
Cleaner than coal

1000X
Cleaner on air quality and pollution
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As in othermarkets where energy poverty is high and access and

affordability are low, investing in enabling power technologies such as gas

plants therefore supports the transition away from fossil fuels as well as

delivers socioeconomic benefits. The recent inclusion of gas in the

European Union’s green taxonomy supports this position of gas having a

pivotal role as a sustainable fuel source in the energy transition.

How dowe ensure such investments have positive outcomes?We have

developed an in-house Transition Tool with consultants SYSTEMIQ, that is

run as part of our due diligence process (Exhibit 2). It assesses climate

transition risk by analysing the role of an individual asset in the local market in

relation to national climate transition and decarbonisation plans. It identifies

assets as “green” (Paris/net zero aligned), “misaligned” (where Actis will not

invest) or somewhere in betweenwhichwe call “Olive”.
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Bridgin Power uses the Transition Tool to inform future investments into

such ‘Olive’ assets where the asset plays a clear role in a transition and

decarbonisation pathway, andwhere there is no viable alternative. The tool

also helps Actis identify what can be done during the hold period to future

proof and decarbonise suchOlive assets to become “SmartOlive” – that is

measures to protect us from stranded asset risk, andmake operationsmore

efficient and resilient.

Analysing theNimbus asset through the prism of our Transition Tool

enabled us to demonstrate that Bangladesh’s renewable options are limited

and that no lower carbon solutions could be implemented.Wind resources

are relatively low, there is insufficient suitable land for solar development,

andmuch of the country is susceptible to flooding or other natural

disasters.

“THE ACTIS TRANSITION TOOL
ASSESSES CLIMATE TRANSITION
RISK BY ANALYSING THE ROLE OF
AN INDIVIDUAL ASSET IN THE
LOCAL MARKET IN RELATION TO
NATIONAL CLIMATE TRANSITION
AND DECARBONISATION PLANS.”
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“IN THIS INSTANCE, INVESTING
IN GAS IS DELIVERING
IMMEDIATE ECONOMIC BENEFITS
IN TERMS OF ENERGY
PRODUCTION, HELPING THE
COUNTRY MEET ITS BASELOAD
NEED.”

In this instance, investing in gas is delivering immediate economic benefits

in terms of energy production, helping the countrymeet its baseload need.

Bangladesh has set a target of generating 4.1 GWof electricity from

renewable energy sources by 2030. The investment therefore supports the

switch away from coal, as amore carbon intensive fuel source, and the plant

has the flexibility to operate atmid-merit or peaking power ahead of greater

renewables generation in the future.

Investments such as Nimbus highlight the important role that responsible

investment into gas can play in supporting countries in their transition to a

lower carbon economy.

Marina Johnson is amember of Actis’ sustainability team
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The global energy crisis is revealing the continued risks of fossil fuel

dependency. Countries around theworld are coming to see how relying on

oil, coal and other fossil fuels leaves themexposed to supply interruptions

and price volatility that can have a devastating impact on lives, as well as on

the economy as awhole. Meanwhile recent heatwaves have laid bare the

consequences of not getting a sufficient grip on our climate challenges.

The current energy crisis began long before the invasion of Ukraine. Asia for

example had already seen a rapid increase in the price of coal and Liquified

Natural Gas thanks to the economic revival in thewake of Covid-19. China

has suffered from industry shutdowns thanks to the high price of coal.

Issues such as thesewere already creating problems even before thewar in

Ukraine highlighted just how fossil fuels can be used as a geopolitical

weapon. The energy security challenge is indeed a global one.

That we are in such a crisis should not be a surprise. It is a direct result of

what has so far been a delayed and disorderly energy transition to cleaner

fuels. The transition has been carried out in a piecemeal way; some

countries aremoving relatively quickly, while in others, progress has been

glacial. But wherever we look, progress has not been fast enough. If the

world had actedmore quickly, and in amore concerted, systematic way, to

increase renewables’ role in energymarkets, wewould not be vulnerable to

fossil fuel volatility to the extent we are today.

Theway to fix this problem is bymaking amore concerted push to reduce

our dependency on fossil fuels, quickly scaling cost efficient, already

existing technologies like wind and solar PV andmaking a concerted push to

build out critical infrastructure such as grid. Renewables can be deployed

quickly, andmany utility scale renewables projects are shovel-ready to start

construction. Yet they are not being installed quickly enough.
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TheGlobalWind Energy Council therefore recently launched a five-point

plan to provide a framework that would accelerate renewable energy

plan to provide a framework that would accelerate renewable energy

generation that in turn would achieve greater energy security, while also

ensuring affordability for all and creating the greatest impacts to help
solve

theworld’s climate problems. The plan involves:

Streamlining the often-bureaucratic systemof permitting to secure a
huge

increase in both offshore and onshorewind capacity

Implementing an action plan around access to grids to

ensureconnectivity

Introducing simplifiedmechanisms of procuring and pricing clean

power projects to unlock investments

Avoiding committing to large-scale fossil fuel projects

Committing to firm energy transition plans to give the renewables

sector confidence to plan and invest in a robust supply chain

“RENEWABLES CAN BE DEPLOYED
QUICKLY, AND MANY UTILITY
SCALE RENEWABLES PROJECTS
ARE SHOVEL-READY TO START
CONSTRUCTION.”
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GOVERNMENTS HAVE A KEY ROLE
TO PLAY IN HELPING DRIVE
THIS AGENDA
They need to build out grids, and ensure projects can be pushed through

quickly. They also need to provide planning systems that are fit for

purpose, and ensure that the right regulatory system is in place so that

projects can be built at speed. And they need to create the rightmarket

signals so that capital is allocated efficiently. Renewables are now

generally cheaper than fossil fuels, yet investment in the sector is not

growing nearly as quickly as theworld needs it to.

Wewill also need to build a far bigger, more robust supply chain – at least

ten-times bigger than today. Many in the supply chain, notably turbine

manufacturers, are not currentlymaking enoughmoney to be able to

make themassive investments needed for us to scale up deployment

and reachNet Zero. There has been a race to the bottom as energy

companies fight for limited opportunities in auctions and squeeze

manufacturers. At the same time, thosemanufacturers are seeing their

ownmargins squeezed by inflation: the cost of steel, copper, aluminium,

rare earths and logistics have all soared. There needs to be a better

market framework – such as amore consistent, sizeable programmeof

auctions, or price floors – that better balances the relationship between

buyers and sellers.
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There are, however, a number of bright spots. One of the hopeful signs is

theway private capital has scaled up and adapted over the last ten years.

There are now a huge number of firms financing renewables.What used to

be a relatively niche investment class is nowmainstream: pension funds and

sovereignwealth funds are queuing up to get into the sector. It has become

a clear, attractive investment destination, onewhich demonstrates that if

the rightmarket signals are there, the private sector will quickly respond.

And there are a number of success stories around theworld too. The rise in

ambition that governments are showing is encouraging. Countries with

economies as diverse as China and the United States are deploying huge

amounts of wind and solar successfully. In Latin America, countries like Chile

and Brazil are proving to be joined up in their thinkingwhen it comes to

renewables, and are buildingmomentum.Meanwhile Vietnamhas recently

switched fromhaving a coal-heavy power development plan to one that has

itsmain focus on renewables.

In spite of these successes however, at a global level there is still a need for a

more concerted, collaborative approach to the energy transition. It is only

by setting clear guidelines, and ensuring a favourable environment for

renewable energy investment, that wind, solar and others can fully play their

part in carrying out the energy transition and creating greater energy

security around theworld.

Ben Backwell is chief executive of theGlobalWind Energy Council. Formore

details on their five point plan, please visit GWEC’s website
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Infrastructure needsto besustainable and
resilient

These investmentneedsareclear. Buthow
dothey alignwith aNetZeroworld? How
canwedecouple economicgrowth and
carbon emissionsandavoid thepoorest
nationsbeing lockedinto outdatedcarbon
intensive infrastructure?

Werecognise it isnot sufficientto simply
construct infrastructureat the lowest
pricepoint. Westrive to buildassets
whichare future-proofed, decarbonised,
and inclusivewhich in turn strengthens
livelihoods, tacklespoverty andreduces
inequality inavirtuous cyclefor economic
prosperity anddevelopment.

Weleverage ourextensiveoperational
expertise tocreate“sustainability leaders”
acrossourportfolio companies (Exhibit 3).

IT IS NOT SUFFICIENT
TO SIMPLY CONSTRUCT
INFRASTRUCTURE AT
THE LOWEST PRICE
POINT. WE STRIVE TO
BUILD ASSETS WHICH
ARE FUTURE-PROOFED,
DECARBONISED AND
INCLUSIVE

EXHIBIT 3: CREATING “SUSTAINABILITY LEADERS” IN INFRASTRUCTURE

Technologies

• Choosing technologies toachievebest-in-classoperational
efficienciesforenergy,embodied-carbon,waterandresources.

Renewable
energy

• Sourcing low-carbon orrenewable energyto providepowerand
align assetswithaNetZeropathway.

Resilience

• Improving theresilienceofassets (andsurrounding communities)
to withstandacuteandchronic weatherrisk. This involvesworking
withnature-basedsolutions wherepossible.

Communities

• Working collaborativelywith local communities tobolster local
skills andeducation andincreaseemployment andentrepreneurial
growth.

Biodiversity

• Partnering with local stakeholders torestorebiodiversity and the
ecosystemservices itunderpins.

Lifecycle

• Assessinghuman rightsand lifecycle impacts ofmaterials and
supply chainsto sourceas responsibly aspossible (e.g.battery
minerals, solarpanels, e-waste)

Source: Actis

Aswebuild, operateand transform
infrastructure tosupport alow-carbon
future, wemust alsocontinue toexplore
emerging technologieswhich supportthis
transition. Theseinclude greenhydrogen,
electric vehiclecharging networks,

decarbonised cementand greensteel.
By doingso, wecan buildinfrastructure
that drivestruly sustainableand inclusive
economic growth,and unleashesthe
sector’s enormouspotential toachieve
the UNSDGs.
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